The Role of Women in the Church

Meaning
1.

1 Timothy 2:9-15 // Brian Bolton // 10.7.18

How does the passage relate to Jesus?

2. What does this teach you about God?

3. Look at the following passages - 1 Cor 11:1-16, 14:34-36, Titus 2:3-5,a and 1
Peter 3:1-6. How do these passages help us get a better understanding of
God’s direction for women in the church?

1.

The ____________________ of a Godly Woman

2. The ____________________ of a Godly Woman

4. How could you sum up the meaning of this passage in your own words?

Application
1.

3. The ____________________ of a Godly Woman

How does this passage challenge (or confirm) your Bible understanding?

2. Is there some attitude you need to change?

Continue…
A. in faith keep the _______________ relationship

3. How does this passage call on you to change the way you live?

B. in love keep the _______________ relationship

C. in holiness keep the _______________ relationship

Listen or watch messages at mycpointe.com/messages
Download Growth Guides at mycpointe.com/growth-group-resources

GROWTH GUIDE // Oct 7 - Oct 13, 2018
Growth Groups are sermon-based small groups that meet primarily in homes.
To join a group, visit mycpointe.com/growthgroups

During this season of Growth Groups we’re using the Growth Guide as a tool
to teach you an effective way to study and apply the Bible to life. The guide is
put together in a study method called COMA.

Context
1.

What can you learn about the person or situation to which the letter is
written?

2. What clues are there about the author and his circumstances?

C - Context: You will be asked questions to help you think about what’s the
setting of the scripture and what’s taking place during the time of the
writing.
O - Observation: Questions will lead you to think about main points, big
ideas, surprises, key words or interesting facts.

3. What was the main point of the passage immediately before this one?
Are there logical or thematic connections to the passage you are
reading?

M - Meaning: These questions will help you wrestle with the meaning of the
passage. The goal is to discover what God wanted us to understand.
A - Application: In this time of learning you will be challenged to think about
how you apply God’s word to your everyday living.

4. What’s the main idea of this passage (1 Timothy 2:9-15)?

Check out “One to One Bible Reading” by David Helm to learn more about the
COMA Bible Study method.

Begin
Pray - ask God to open your eyes and mind to His scripture.
Confess - are you dealing with any struggles or sins which are
roadblocks between you and God? Confess and repent, this will open up
your communication flow to God.
Read - read the scripture each week multiple times. You will notice
different important parts of God’s Word as you read and reread.
1 Timothy - Read Chapters 1 - 6, this will help you get a
complete overview of the letter.
1 Timothy 2:9-15 - Read this 2-3 times then move onto answering
the following questions. Read in different translations.

Observation
1. Are there any major sub-sections or breaks in the text? Are there key
connecting words (for, therefore, but, because) that indicate the logical
flow of the passage?

2. What is the main point or points? What supporting points does the
author make?

3. What surprises are there in the flow of the argument or discussion?

